ach is not replaceable. He is.
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s just lost its coach a week and a half beof camp. It’s going into the season with
dinators and Luke, who will be handling
esponsibilities for the first time.
sn’t in trouble with the NCAA. Neither is
rdinator Phil Longo nor defensive coorey McGriff, who was promoted to assoach Thursday night.
acks coach Derrick Nix and tight ends
ce Harris are named in the notice of allehe stakes aren’t as high for them as it was

ssible distraction is no longer hovering
gram. But Ole Miss is still in the strange
will have to defend Freeze’s compliance
re the Committee on Infractions after
to the side for a pattern of personal mis-

r Jeff Vitter and Bjork both backed
mpliance record Thursday night, so
d on message in that regard.

Brock

aron Brock, 65,
be with Jesus,
cepted as his
ior, on July 21,
morial visitation
Sunday, July
m 3 to 5 pm at
guson Funeral
aymond, MS.
will be greatly
elebrate the life

he lived and the impact he
made on all those he knew.
Mr. Brock is preceded in
death by his wife, Sandy;
son, Terry; daughter, Carol;
father, Talmadge; and
brother, Pete.
He is survived by his
mother, Jewel Brock; sisters, Jane Cargile (John)
and Tammy Lewis (Vince);
brother, Mark Brock; and
his nephews and nieces.
Obituaries cont. on, 6A
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cal staffing, the company said Mississippians will make
up a “significant percent” of the Mississippi branch
staff.
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If the invoices were ignored or not paid promptly,
the companies allegedly threatened to send the organizations to collections agencies. “Consumers who
paid under a mistaken belief that they had to do so —
some paid thousands of dollars more than what they
were legally obligated to pay — often received more
unordered merchandise and bills for payment,” the
release noted.
In the Maryland case, the FTC charged six companies and three individuals around a scheme involving
light bulbs and cleaning supplies. The scheme allegedly hired telemarketers who “falsely indicated that
they had done business with the consumers earlier
and that they were offering a free sample or catalog,
without properly disclosing that they were making a
sales call.”
The scheme allegedly relied on the fact the person
ordering merchandise and the person processing invoices didn’t know what the other was doing. If invoices were paid, the company received future shipments of unordered merchandise.
This type of scheme is successful for several reasons. For one, many people believe unordered merchandise must be paid for (the law says that, in most
cases, you don’t have to pay for anything you didn’t
order). Secondly, scams use smooth-talking telemarketers, who trick people (on a recorded call) into
answering “yes” to an unrelated question, doctoring
the recording and using it as evidence the order was
made. And finally, there is often a lack of good communication between those making purchases and
those paying the invoices.
To read the complaint in its entirety, visit
http://bit.ly/2utdLhC.
Contact Bill Moak at moakconsumer@gmail.com.
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